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Abstract: Explosive growth of the cloud computing drives the cloud paradigm shift to cloud collaboration and mobile cloud. This tendency that security is getting more complex in cloud computing becomes more pronounced as time passes. In this sense, numerous studies have attempted to address security Service Level Agreements. The purpose of this paper is to discuss a methodology of how quantized and evaluated security threats employing hierarchy model in user perspective for the security SLAs and measures weight values of each security threat to consider which security controls are required to meet the needs of a user’s security SLAs.
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1. Introduction

Emerging cloud collaboration services based on mobile devices seem to be very efficient and effective solution to manage and access the data. But, we have to bear in mind that the security vulnerability and risk, especially regarding the privacy and data lose, have been increasing. Increasing a service complexity make a need of Service Level Agreement (SLA) arise and traditional security aspects such as integrity and confidentiality also should be covered by SLA to give convincing answers to users how their data are securely managed and ensured.

In this paper, we will provide security threats evaluation model to be used for negotiating the security SLAs and measure the threats. This paper organized as follows: In section 2, we will introduce related works, and then we will propose hierarchy model and describe threats correlation model in section 3. The threats are analyzed based on relative priorities in section 4. Section 5 concludes our approach and describe future works.

2. Related Works

A Security vulnerability of cloud computing has been given a considerable attention in recent years [1]. The studies in [2, 3] illuminated the question of how cloud providers could cover security aspects that a user wants such as integrity and confidentiality in SLA perspective and outlined well about security controls. As has been noted by [3], cloud security SLAs are negotiated between user and cloud providers. A part of this view is particular important in regard of current emerging world cloud collaboration service market [4].

Among the various articles of the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA), “The Notorious Nine” [5] provides top threats ranking, implications and security controls based on a survey of industry experts. That ranking did not considered a correlation between threats but implication of security breach. To satisfy specific security SLAs of users’, the security aspects should be addressed in users’ point of view.

3. Threats Evaluation Methodology

To negotiate the specific security SLA, above all things is evaluate relative importance of security aspects like threats ranking of the CSA. We will discuss here how to measure the security threats in user perspective. Before going on with the question of how to negotiate security SLA, it should be define specific elements such as threats, security aspects and etc.

3.1 Define of Security Threats & Aspects

We considered threats correlation in user perspective and sorted five from the nine top threats of CSA. The five threats are Data Breaches (DB), Data Loss (DL), Account Hijacking (AH), Insecure APIs (API), and Malicious Insiders (MI). After that, we categorized security aspects (figure 2) regarding SLA within a framework for security mechanisms [3]. The figure 1 shows correlated threats’ implication. For an example of threats correlation is that an insecure APIs might break into a user’s account, and then her data will disappear permanently from cloud.

3.2 Establish Priorities of Security Threats

The priorities of each threat means relative importance among of threats. We suggest constructed hierarchy model (figure 2) employing an Analytic Hierarchical Process...
(AHP) which is mathematical and psychological based decision-making technique by Saaty in 1971.

The criteria are evaluation bases to decide security aspects within alternative and the each criterion has weight values which presents the relative importance between threats.

4. Threats Evaluation

According to the AHP methodology, there are many types of relations between elements such as criteria, alternative. The one has independence condition and another one has subordinate to the one or more other elements. The CSA ranking is a result by the former that has independence condition between threats. Whereas our approach is employed subordinate AHP that is considered threats correlation.

The pair comparison matrix of \( T \) regarding to the criteria is \( T = (t_{ij}) \), \( t_{ij} = 1 \) and \( t_{ji} = 1/t_{ij} \) is a reciprocal matrix. The dominant eigen vetor of \( T \) is \( W_c = (W_{DB}, W_{DL}, W_{AH}, W_{API}, W_{MI}) \) where are weight values (Priorities base) and presented in table 1 as CSA. We calculated a dominant eigen vetor \( W_c' \) considered impact between threats. The \( W_c' \) is a pair comparison matrix of impact in respect of threat \( t \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Dominant Eigen Vetor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2619</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ W_c' = W_c \times (W_{DB}' W_{DL}' W_{AH}' W_{API}' W_{MI}') \] where are shown in table 1 as Proposed. The consistence index (CI) value of \( W_c' \) are (0.0194API, 0.0279AH, 0.0271MI, N/A DL, 0.0271DB) which are lower than 0.1, where the CI of \( T_{API} \) is not available according to the figure 1.

When a dominant eigen vetor \( W_c' \) in respect of impact \( p=1 \) between threats is \( [W_c']_1 \),

\[ \lim_{n \to \infty} [W_c']_1 = (0.3220API, 0.6780MI, 0DL, 0DB) \]

It means that the most of security breaches begin from the essential elements such as insecure API and malicious insider. The API is the essential element of technology to deliver service to users and the MI which is human resource is the fundamental element to deal with technology. Human resource, consequently, is more important than technology. This result recalls us that managing human resource is the starting point of security.

5. Conclusion

This paper has employed constructed hierarchy model to evaluate security threats and attempted to establish priorities based on AHP approach. This study lays the foundation for future work on SLAs negotiation scheme.
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